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Abstract

MA

TiC-Ni-based cermets were obtained by thermal explosion from different elemental mixtures
(Ti, C, Ni and X, where X = Cr, Mo or W) and subsequently densified by hot-pressing under a

D

cyclic load. The whole process was performed in a single stage in the same experimental

PT
E

device according to the following thermal and pressure procedure: a heating rate ramp up to
1573 K without applying any load followed by an isothermal dwelling under a compressive

CE

cyclic load of 32 MPa. The thermal explosion synthesis occurred during the heating ramp at a
temperature close to 1273 K that was practically independent of the starting nominal

AC

composition. The influence of different refractory elements on the chemical composition and
microstructure of cermets was studied. SEM characterization showed that only with Mo and
W, the cermets developed the characteristic core-rim structure. A high densification was
achieved, but decreased when the refractory elements were added. Nevertheless, in these
cases higher hardness values were obtained.

Keywords: Cermets, Thermal explosion, Core-rim microstructure, Solid-solution carbides
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1. Introduction
Cermets based on TiC-Ni, (Ti, W)C-Ni, (Ti, Mo)C-Ni and Ti(C, N)-Ni have received
increasing attention [1, 2] in recent years because of their extreme hardness, high wear
resistance, high-temperature stability and chemical inertness [3-5]. Cermets are particularly
suitable as materials for cutting tools and are commonly produced following a powder

PT

metallurgy method. The manufacturing process generally includes a sintering step in the

RI

presence of a permanent liquid phase (molten binder) [6], during which cermets acquire the

SC

characteristic core-rim structure [7].

Several works on liquid phase sintering of TiC-Ni- and Ti(C, N)-Ni-based cermets

NU

agree that the formation of the core-rim structure occurs according to a dissolutionreprecipitation mechanism [7-10]. In this case, the dissolution of TiC or Ti(C, N) ceramic

MA

particles in the liquid phase together with other secondary carbides, such as Mo2C, WC, TaC
or NbC, which are added to modulate the microstructure and mechanical properties of

D

cermets, is accompanied by the reprecipitation of a complex carbide or carbonitride (rim) on

PT
E

the undissolved TiC or Ti(C, N) particles (core). Therefore, the formation mechanism of the
core-rim structure is conditioned by the presence of a permanent liquid phase during sintering

CE

and a cermets’ starting composition that favors the appearance of this particular
microstructure. Some studies suggest that the appearance of the core-rim structure starts with

AC

the formation of an inner-rim with a thickness of a few nanometers caused by a solid state
diffusion process and ends with the formation of a second outer-rim by the mentioned
dissolution-reprecipitation mechanism [11-13].
Although comprehensive knowledge of the core-rim structure obtained by liquid phase
sintering has been acquired, opinions on the influence of this specific structure on the cermets
properties are not always convergent. Thereby, it appears that the rim phase improves the
wettability of the hard phase with the binder phase and would inhibit the approach of Ti(C, N)
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particles to each other, hindering the coarsening of the Ti(C, N) grains. As mentioned in
reference [14], a much complete rim phase would strengthen the cohesion between the
ceramic and binder phases, preventing the crack propagation in cermets. However, according
to these same authors, the strength of the cermets would tend to decrease sharply when the
rim thickness is larger than 0.5 µm. Some others authors have claimed conversely that a

PT

significant degradation of the cermet toughness can be caused by the formation of the

RI

interface between the core and the rim that generates residual stresses that accelerate the crack

SC

propagation [15]. Radjabi and al. [16] have drawn attention in the stress state of the core-rim
structure and consider that increasing the rim thickness leads to the toughness decreasing of

NU

cermets due to the development of tensile stresses at the core-rim interface.
By other hand, as TiC and Ti(C, N), as well as other transition metal carbides, can be

MA

produced by combustion processes [17], many researchers have applied this methodology in
the development of cermets. The self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS) method

D

has been more widely employed [18-20] compared with the thermal explosion (TE) method

PT
E

[21]. The difference between the two combustion modes is that in SHS only one end of the
reactant compact is ignited, while in TE, ignition occurs in the whole compact. The activated

CE

combustion by high energy milling, called mechanically induced self-sustaining reaction
(MSR), has also been proposed to produce novel cermets compositions [22, 23].

AC

Recently, new procedures combining combustion (SHS or TE) and pressing methods
have been developed to perform a one-step synthesis/densification process [24-26]. In these
processes, a uniaxial load is applied just after the combustion reaction is produced. Note that
the main advantage of the proposed regime is to substantially shorten the overall cycle of the
cermets production. Until now, simple gross compositions, usually Ti-C-Ni blends have been
explored with practically no works dealing with more complex mixtures, especially if they
contain transition metals that are prone to induce the formation of the core-rim structure. In
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these cases, the core-rim structure may also appear, but according to a relatively different
mechanism compared to that observed during conventional liquid-phase sintering, as the
liquid phase can be in this case transient and disappear some time after the extinction of the
combustion wave.
In this context, the present work aims to study in detail the microstructure of TiC-Ni

PT

based cermets fabricated by a coupled procedure, combining combustion in a thermal

RI

explosion mode and hot-pressing, from elemental mixtures containing Ti, C, Ni and also Cr,

SC

Mo or W additions. Special attention was paid to the evolution of the core-rim structure
during the fabrication process.

NU

2-Experimental procedure

The characteristics of the raw powders are shown in Table 1.

MA

Table 1. Characteristics of starting powders.
Particle size (µm)
< 44
< 44
2
100
3-7
1-2

PT
E

D

Powder
Ti
Cr
Mo
W
Ni
Graphite

Purity (%)
99.5
99.0
99.9
99.95
99.9
-

Supplier
Aldrich
Alfa Aesar
Good Fellow
Good Fellow
Alfa Aesar
Aldrich

CE

The starting and final targeted compositions of the cermets are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Starting powder mixtures and targeted final composition of studied cermets.
Initial composition of powders mixtures (%wt.)
70(80Ti+20C)+30Ni
70[80(80Ti+20C)+20(86.67Cr+13.33C)]+30Ni
70[80(80Ti+20C)+20(94.12Mo+5.88C)]+30Ni
70[80(80Ti+20C)+20(93.9W+6.1C)]+30Ni

AC

Sample.
S0
S1
S2
S3

Cermets targeted composition (%wt.)
70TiC + 30Ni
70(80TiC+20Cr3C2)+30Ni
70(80TiC+20Mo2C)+30Ni
70(80TiC+20WC)+30Ni

The initial powders were first mixed by ball milling for 21.6 ks using stainless steel
balls and then dried in an oven at 363 K for 86.4 ks to remove moisture. Pellets 30 mm in
diameter with a weight of 5 g were compacted in a tungsten carbide die to achieve a green
density of approximately 50%.
4
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The green compact was introduced in a graphite die and positioned in the hot press
device (model FCT 2000-50). The samples were heated at a rate of 5.2 K/s up to 1573 K in a
primary vacuum without applying any load, followed by a 3.6 ks isothermal dwell under a
cyclic load of 32 MPa. The samples were cooled at a rate of 4.7 K/s. A cyclic load (0.3 ks)
was used to reduce the metal binder losses between die and punch by viscous flow and

PT

improve the final density of cermets. This whole process was called as TE + HP procedure.

RI

For a comparative purpose, some samples were also prepared by applying the compressive

SC

load during both the heating step and the isothermal dwelling (TE/HP procedure) or simply by
thermal explosion without isothermal dwelling and load (TE procedure). Figure 1 shows a

MA

profiles used in the TE + HP procedure.

NU

schematic of the special assembly implemented in addition to the temperature and load

Figure 1. Temperature and cyclic load profiles (a), schematic of the combined thermal

AC

CE

PT
E

D

explosion-pressing device (b).

X-ray diffraction (XRD) diagrams were performed on a Panalytical X 'Pert Highscore
diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation. The lattice parameter “a” of the TiC cubic phase was
calculated from the position of the diffraction peaks (111), (200), (220) and (311). The
Williamson Hall method [27] was used to separate the individual contributions of the
crystallite size and lattice micro-strain on the XRD peak broadening.
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) were realized using Philips XL30 and FEI Quanta-250 microscopes. Specimens for
microscopic examinations were polished and then cleaned by immersion in ultrasonic bath for
3.6 ks to remove any trace of impurities adhered to the surface of the sample.
The green density of the cold pre-compacted material was determined based on sample

PT

weight and volume measurements. However, the density of the densified cermets (dm) was

RI

obtained by the Archimedes method. The relative density of cermets was estimated in

SC

accordance with the theoretical density (dth) calculated by the rule of mixtures. The Vickers
hardness measurements (HV) were carried out using an Innovatest 400 model durometer with

NU

a load of 0.2 kgf.

MA

3. Results and discussion
3.1 The manufacturing process

D

The combustion synthesis in the thermal explosion mode occurred during the heating

PT
E

step when the ignition temperature (Tign.) of the exothermic reaction of the TiC formation
(∆Hf298K = -184.3 kJ/mol [28]) was reached. This temperature was determined accurately

CE

because a sharp peak appeared in the record of the monitored pressure inside the reactor as a
result of the heat release and the evaporation of volatile species. Due to the reaction heat, the

AC

sample temperature reached its maximum value (Tmax.) just after ignition and before attaining
the isothermal regime (Fig. 1(a)). In a previous work using a TE + HP procedure and similar
experimental conditions [24], it was experimentally demonstrated that the sample temperature
after the thermal explosion reached again the programmed temperature profile of the furnace
after a short period of time. Therefore, in the present case, although it was not possible to
directly measure the sample temperature, it was assumed that this temperature was effectively
1573 K during the isothermal dwelling as shown in Figure 1(a). In combustion processes,

6
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Tmax. is always lower than the adiabatic temperature (Tad.) as a result of heat losses. However,
as in our case the whole sample is being heated, these losses are reduced and Tad values can
be taken as an upper limit not too far from the actual Tmax. values. Using the method
developed by B. Holt and Z. A. Munir [29], the Tad. values for the different samples were
calculated. Table 3 presents the thermal explosion results and the experimental conditions

PT

used during the fabrication of the different cermets.

RI

It should be noted that the thermal explosion parameters, Tign. and Tad (Table 3),

SC

depended on the nature of the additions and compositions of the starting mixtures. Tad for the
Table 3. Experimental conditions and thermal explosion results.

MA

TE + HP
TE
TE + HP
TE
TE + HP
TE
TE + HP
TE
TE/HP
TE + HP
TE + HP

D

70(Ti + C) +30Ni
70(Ti + C) +30Ni
70(Ti + C + Cr) +30Ni
70(Ti + C + Cr) +30Ni
70(Ti + C + Mo)+30Ni
70(Ti + C + Mo)+30Ni
70(Ti + C + W) +30Ni
70(Ti + C + W) +30Ni
70(Ti + C) +30Ni
90(Ti + C) +10Ni
60(Ti + C) +40Ni

PT
E

S0
S’0
S1
S’1
S2
S’2
S3
S’3
S01
S03
S04

Thermal Explosion
(TE)
Tign.*
Tad.**
(K)
(K)

NU

Applied
regime

Sample

Starting mixture
(%wt.)

1281
1281
1273
1273
1271
1271
1268
1268
1281
1353
1271

2546
2546
2410
2410
2330
2330
2223
2223
2551
3047
2272

Temp.
(K)
1573
1573
1573
1573
1573
1573
1573

Hot Pressing
(HP)
Isot.
Cyclic
Hold.
Load
(ks)
(MPa)
3.6
32
3.6
32
3.6
32
3.6
32
3.6
32
3.6
32
3.6
32

AC

CE

(TE+HP): (Thermal Explosion + Hot Pressing), (TE/HP: Combined), (HP: Hot
Pressing); * Measured, ** Calculated

TiC synthesis is greater than 3273 K [29], but it decreases significantly when Ni is
introduced into the starting mixture because it acts as a diluent and thus part of the released
heat is consumed by the binder melting. For S03 sample, containing only 10 wt.% Ni, Tad is
reduced to 3047 K. As the amount of Ni in the mixture increases, Tad is further reduced and
values of 2546 K and 2272 K were calculated for cermets S0 and S04 with 30 and 40 wt.% Ni,
respectively. The addition of the refractory elements (Cr, Mo or W) also influences the heat
balance of the TiC reaction synthesis by the possible formation of secondary carbides, such as
7
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Cr3C2, Mo2C and WC. When Cr is added to the Ti-C-Ni mixture with 30 wt.% Ni (S1 cermet),
Tad decreases slightly from 2546 K to 2410 K. In the presence of Mo (S2 cermet), Tad
decreases further to 2330 K. The lowest Tad (2223 K) was obtained in samples with W
addition (S3 cermet).
Table 3 shows that the influence of the starting composition on Tign. was much lower

PT

than for Tad.. This behavior is because Tign. is mainly conditioned by the appearance of a liquid

RI

phase at 1215 K corresponding to the Tiβ-NiTi2 eutectic in the Ti-Ni system. It has been

SC

shown in previous studies that C particles begin to dissolve in this Ti–Ni liquid phase, which
leads to the nucleation of the first TiC particles, releasing enough heat to trigger the ignition

NU

of the combustion process [18, 24]. Table 3 further shows that Tign. is slightly reduced with
Cr, Mo or W additions, probably because the presence of these metals induced the appearance

MA

of the first liquid phase at a lower temperature. It was also observed that Tign. was more
influenced by the Ni content. For cermets containing 10 wt.%Ni (S03), the measured Tign.

D

value was 1353 K, while when the metal binder content was increased up to 40wt.% (S04),

PT
E

Tign. was reduced to 1271 K. This fact was the consequence of the formation of a greater
proportion of liquid phase when increasing the Ni content, favoring the nucleation and

CE

precipitation of the first TiC particles above mentioned.
The highest relative density (96%) was obtained for the basic S0 cermet, containing

AC

TiC+30 wt.%Ni without any addition, from the TE + HP procedure (Table 4).
Table 4. TiC particle size, relative density and Hardness values as a function of cermets
composition and applied regime.
Sample

Applied regime

S0
S1
S2
S3
S01
S03

TE + HP
TE + HP
TE + HP
TE + HP
TE/HP
TE + HP

Average TiC
particle size
(µm)
1.92
4.65
1.70
2.84
-

Porosity
(%)
4
5
10
7
14
42

Relative
density
(%)
96
95
90
93
86
58

Hardness
HV0.2
(MPa)
11590 ± 1050
15110 ± 1161
18000 ± 1820
16320 ± 790
8
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However, when a load was applied during the thermal explosion, TE/HP procedure, the
cermet density (S01 sample) achieved was relatively low (86%). Several phenomena causing
the porosity in materials fabricated from combustion processes have been well elucidated in
previous works [30]. It has been shown that the propagation of the combustion front in SHS
processes is always accompanied by an increase in pressure due to the impurities burn-off and

PT

the partial evaporation of the starting constituents. These observations remain also valid in the

RI

case of combustion in the thermal explosion mode. Note that it is thanks to this pressure

SC

increase that it was possible to detect the ignition in the present work. The application of load
during the thermal explosion in the TE/HP procedure hinders the escape of these gaseous

NU

species leading to a final low density and the presence of porosity in cermets.
By other hand, it was observed that the reduction of the binder content negatively

MA

affected the relative density of cermets, which did not exceed 58% when the Ni amount was
only 10 wt.% (S03 cermet). Moreover, the addition of Cr, Mo or W also had a detrimental

D

impact on the relative density of cermets. The residual porosity values observed for these

PT
E

cermets (S1, S2 and S3 cermet) varied in the range of 5 to 10% (Table 4). Despite this lower
density, the Vickers hardness of cermets with Cr, Mo or W additions was substantially higher

CE

(Table 4). The maximum hardness value was 18000 MPa for S2 sample containing Mo. The
hardness values of S1 and S3 samples with Cr and W were 15110 and 16320 MPa,

AC

respectively, still considerably higher than that of S0 sample (11590 MPa).
Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns of S’0, S’1, S’2 and S’3 cermets obtained by TE
(without isothermal dwelling and load) and S0, S1, S2 and S3 cermets elaborated through the
TE + HP procedure. The XRD pattern of the S’0 sample, with the basic composition 70(80Ti
+ 20C) + 30Ni, revealed the presence of TiC and Ni, but also free carbon was observed,
indicating an incomplete combustion synthesis. A slight shift was evidenced in Ni peaks,
probably due to the presence of a small amount of Ti dissolved in the Ni structure. TiC and Ni

9
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phases were also identified in S0 sample with the same composition as S’0. Small free graphite
peaks persisted because the dwelling time at 1573 K may be insufficient to ensure a complete
dissolution. During this isothermal dwelling, most of the unreacted graphite dissolved and
migrated through the metallic binder to the TiC–Ni boundary, diffusing through the interface
and thus causing the increase of the C/Ti ratio in TiC. Also, this C reacts with Ti still present

PT

in the binder, avoiding the formation of intermetallic phases after cooling.

RI

When the Cr is added to the basic mixture, the TiC synthesis is accompanied by the

SC

formation of Cr23C6, as shown in the XRD pattern of S'1 sample obtained by TE (Fig. 2). Also

AC

CE

PT
E

D

MA

and S3 samples after the TE + HP procedure.

NU

Figure 2. XRD patterns of S’0, S’1, S’2 and S’3 samples after the TE procedure and S0, S1, S2

in this case, Ni and unreacted graphite were observed. Concerning S1 sample prepared
according to the complete regime, i.e. TE + HP, the XRD analysis revealed the presence of
10
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TiC and Cr3C2. In this case, again as detailed above, the isothermal dwelling step led to the
dissolution of the residual graphite in the metal binder, which justifies the appearance of a
chromium carbide phase richer in carbon.
The TE process of the Mo containing mixture (S'2) resulted in the synthesis of TiC and
Mo2C, as proven by the XRD pattern (Fig. 2) that show the presence of these carbides

PT

together with Ni and free C. Molybdenum carbide was formed during the exothermic peak of

RI

the thermal explosion process despite its low enthalpy (∆Hf298K = -45.6 kJ/mol) [15]. The

SC

synthesis reaction was strongly activated by excess surface energy of small Mo particle size
(Table 1). When this composition (S2) was subjected to the TE + HP procedure, a shift in the

a complex (Ti, Mo)C solid solution (Fig. 2).

NU

position of TiC peaks was observed, which suggests the conversion of Mo 2C in MoC to form

MA

The XRD results of S’3 sample with W confirmed the appearance of mixed carbide
(Ti, W)C resulting from the interaction between TiC and WC, which were synthesized

D

simultaneously during the thermal explosion process. This complex carbide is therefore

PT
E

obtained directly after the exothermic peak without formation of W2C secondary carbide. In
this case, the isothermal dwelling will lead only to the W enrichment of the mixed carbide (Ti,

CE

W)C and the formation of a more complex core rim structure (S3 sample).
Considering that the formation of mixed carbides leads to changes in the lattice

AC

parameter (a) of the TiC-based cubic structure, an evaluation of this crystallographic
parameter was undertaken from the XRD results (Fig. 3). Table 5 illustrates the variations of
this parameter as a function of the applied regime and the nature of additions in the starting
mixture. It appears that the parameter values after the TE process (S’ samples) always
remained below the theoretical value of TiC (4.328 Ả) [28]. It is well-known that TiC is a

Figure 3. Williamson-Hall plots obtained on S'3 and S3 samples.
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RI

Table 5. TiC lattice parameter and micro-strain values as a function of cermets composition
and applied regime.
Applied regime

Micro-strain (ε)
x 10-4 (%)

4.32524
4.32262
4.31986
4.31696
4.32448
4.31461
4.32800

+31.1
+14.4
+20.8
+13.1
+36.2
+3.11

NU

MA

+7.58
+4.93

PT
E

S’1
S1
S’2
S2
S’3
S3
Ref. [28]

Thermal Explosion (TE)
Thermal Explosion + High Pressing
(TE + HP)
TE
(TE + HP)
TE
(TE + HP)
TE
(TE + HP)
-

D

S’0
S0

TiC lattice
parameter
(Ả)
4.31823
4.33823

SC

Sample

non-stoichiometric compound with an extended homogeneity interval [31] and the lattice

CE

parameter decreases with decreasing carbon stoichiometry. It is then possible that the rapid

AC

combustion process produced a non-stoichiometric phase. Note that the XRD patterns of these
samples presented frequently unreacted C. An increase of the lattice parameter was observed
for S0 subjected to the TE + HP procedure when compared to S’0 without isothermal dwelling
(Table 5). This effect was due to the incorporation of the unreacted C to the TiC-based lattice
during the isothermal dwelling stage, increasing the C/Me ratio in the structure.
The differences observed in the lattice parameter of cermets containing refractory
metal additives may also be related to the formation of mixed carbides, particularly with Mo
and W additions, and the presence of secondary carbide phases, such as Cr23C6 and Mo2C
12
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(Fig. 2), which extract C from the reactant mixture. Moreover, the existence of a higher
proportion of Mo and W in the mixed carbide in samples S2 and S3, respectively, may also
modify the lattice parameters. After the TE + HP procedure, a decrease of TiC lattice
parameter was observed in S2 and S3 cermets compared to the samples S’2 and S’3 (Table 5).
The substitution of Ti atoms by refractory metals to form mixed carbides (Ti, Mo)C or (Ti,

PT

W)C leads to a slight contraction due to the difference in the atomic radius of Mo (0.1386 nm)

RI

and W (0.1394 nm) relatively to Ti atom (0.1467 nm) [28]. On the other hand, when Cr is

SC

added to the basic mixture, the formation of secondary chromium carbides was observed, and
in this case the TiC lattice parameter remained practically constant independently of the

NU

applied regime (S’1 and S1 samples) (Table 5).

Since the substitution of Mo and W in the TiC-based lattice can generate distortions in

MA

the material structure, the stress state was also determined using the Williamson Hall method
from the XRD results (Fig. 3). In our case, the stress state can also be affected by the applied

D

regime during synthesis. Thus, after the thermal explosion, the stress induced in TiC particles

PT
E

is higher compared to that generated through the whole TE + HP process (Table 5). Thus after
combustion, the stress is more intense in all samples which can be explained by the brutal

CE

character of the thermal explosion process governing the TiC particle synthesis. This stress
state is more developed in the case of S’2 and S’3 cermets, containing Mo or W respectively.

AC

In addition, the formation of mixed carbides (Ti, Mo)C or (Ti, W)C after the isothermal
dwelling (S2 and S3 samples) leads to the decreasing in the titanium carbide lattice parameter
and consequently the lowering of the micro-strains level (Table 5).
3.2. Microstructure of cermets
Under our experimental conditions, the formation of the cermets' structure, regardless
of the composition, begins with the thermal explosion process, since the samples reach the
maximum temperature after ignition, and continues during the isothermal dwelling at 1573 K.

13
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Note that the melting point of the binary eutectic reaction in the TiC–Ni system has been
determined as 1568 K [6] and it can be assumed then that the presence of a liquid phase, even
in a small amount, exists during the isothermal dwelling at 1573 K.
Figure (4a) shows the backscattered electron micrograph of the S0 sample with the

PT

basic composition. The microstructure comprises spherical TiC particles with a mean

PT
E

D

MA

NU

SC

RI

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of polished specimens S0 (a), S01 (b) and S1 (c).

diameter of approximately 2 µm (Table 4) surrounded by the metallic binder. This

CE

microstructure contrasts with that of sample S01 (Fig. (4b)), in which the TiC particles are
characterized by an intense cracking. The application of load throughout the whole process

AC

generates a highly disturbed structure, thus making the TE/HP procedure inefficient.
The Cr addition to the starting mixture (S1 sample) caused significant changes in the
microstructure of the TiC-Ni based cermet (Fig. (4c)). A notable grain growth of TiC particles
was observed when compared with S0 cermet. SEM observation associated with EDS analysis
(Fig. 5) confirmed that the S1 cermet consisted of three distinct phases: spherical TiC
particles, 4.65 µm on average (Table 4), surrounded by the binder phase, with most of the Cr
concentrated in regions, randomly distributed within the metal binder. EDS analyses
performed in these Cr-rich regions showed a Cr content exceeding 50 at.% (Fig. (5a) and (5b),
14
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PT

Figure 5. SEM micrograph (a) and EDS analysis results (a, b) of S1 cermet containing Cr.

RI

spot spectrum 1) and was associated with the presence of Cr3C2 carbide. Remember that this

SC

phase was identified in the XRD pattern (Fig. 2). EDS analysis confirmed that the metal
binder consisted mainly of Ni with low contents of Cr and Ti, which were dissolved in the

NU

transient liquid phase formed during the thermal explosion process (spot 3). In this cermet, the
core-rim structure was not observed in agreement with the literature results.

MA

The addition of Mo to the initial mixture was also responsible for notable changes in
the TiC-Ni based cermet microstructure, as perfectly illustrated by the SEM micrograph of S 2

D

sample (Fig. 6(a)). In this case, the core-rim structure was observed and TiC particles adopted

PT
E

several morphologies. Moreover, a finer microstructure was obtained, with a mean particle
size of 1.80 μm (Table 4). Two main types of TiC particles could be identified. Type A

CE

particles have a core-rim structure in which the dark central part occupies most of the particle
and is surrounded by a thin rim. However, in type B particles, the rim is larger than the core

AC

and comprises several rim layers with different contrasts (Fig. 6(a)).
EDS analyses carried out along the radius of a spherical TiC particle (type B) permitted to
identify at least three distinct zones in the core-rim structure (Figs. 6 (a), (b)). They all consist
of complex (Ti, Mo)C carbides with variable molybdenum contents. In this case, the inner rim
is more developed (inset in Fig. (6a)) and is characterized by the highest Mo content (25
wt.%), which explains its brighter appearance compared to the core and the outer rim. For
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their part, the core and the outer rim have more similar compositions, but the core possesses
the highest Ti content.

Figure 6. SEM micrograph (a) and EDS analyses results (b) of S2 cermet containing Mo after

MA

NU

SC

RI

PT

the TE + HP procedure. SEM micrograph of S’2 cermet after TE procedure (c).

D

Note that the core, which is the undissolved original particle, is also a mixed (Ti, Mo)C

PT
E

carbide that confirms the formation of this solid solution during the thermal explosion
synthesis.

CE

For a better understanding of the core-rim structure evolution during the TE + HP
procedure, several samples were also subjected to a thermal explosion process without post-

AC

isothermal dwelling (TE procedure). Figure 6(c) shows the microstructure of S'2 sample with
Mo (Table 3) obtained according to this regime. A high porosity was observed that is
characteristic, as mentioned before, of samples produced by combustion from reactive
mixtures. SEM observations under high magnification highlighted some interesting
differences in the microstructure compared to the S2 cermet. In the S’2 cermet, the
microstructure was heterogeneous with a core-rim structure no well-defined and incomplete
and with TiC-based particles with many different morphologies. Particles without the corerim structure were predominant (type A’). These particles constitute in fact the precursors of
16
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the black cores observed in S2 cermets. There were also fewer particles with an already
developed core-rim structure (type B’), whereas other particles (type C’) appear to have an
incomplete morphology, showing a core often randomly placed in the particle, not in the
center. In summary, it can be retain that during the thermal explosion there was not enough
time to produce a homogeneous microstructure in the cermet. Taking into account that the

PT

solubility of carbides in the binder depends not only on the nature of the heavy element, but

RI

also on the temperature, the composition of the reprecipitated carbides should vary according
to the temperature profile followed by the sample. The particles with multiple rim layers

NU

rim layer reprecipitates after the isothermal dwelling.

SC

observed in S2 cermet should then correspond to the B’ and C’ particles in S’2 on which a new

The effects of the W addition in the starting mixture were revealed by the SEM

MA

characterization of S3 sample (Fig. 7(a)). Compared with the S0 basic sample, the carbide
particles retained the spherical shape. In this case, the microstructure was also finer, with a

PT
E

D

particle size similar to the S2 sample containing Mo (Table 4).

AC

CE

Figure 7. SEM micrograph (a) and EDS analyses results (b) of S3 cermet containing W.

The formation of the core-rim structure seems to inhibit the coarsening of the ceramic
particles. These particles had two different appearances (labeled as A and B in Fig. (7a)). The
A-type particles had a core-rim structure, in which the core again consists of mixed carbide
17
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(Ti, W)C with a low tungsten content. As in the previous case, the composition of the core
confirms that a solid solution was formed during the thermal explosion synthesis. The B-type
particles were characterized by the presence of multiple rims around the core. These several
rims, with the same (Ti, W)C structure, differed in terms of W content as inferred by the
different brightness observed in the SEM micrograph. The minimum W amount (8% wt.) was

PT

recorded in the center of the core (Fig. 7, spot 1); although in the periphery a high content

RI

exceeding 20% wt. was observed (Fig. 7, spot 2). Spots 3, 4 and 5 illustrate different types of

SC

rims (Fig. 7), in which the W content differed slightly with values ranging from 23 to 20
wt.%. Again, the formation of these multiple rims follows a similar mechanism as for cermets

NU

containing Mo.

However, as shown in previous work [32], the mechanism of carbides dissolution-

MA

reprecipitation in the metallic matrix, on which are based the explanation of the core rim
structure formation, can be confirmed by undertaking further sintering kinetics studies of

D

TiC-Ni based cermets.

PT
E

In summary, the XRD and SEM results allowed the establishment of a probable
mechanism governing the formation of the core-rim structure in TiC-Ni-Mo(W) cermets

CE

during the TE + HP procedure. In Figure 8, a detailed illustration of this mechanism is given

AC

Figure 8. Schematic illustration of the mechanism governing the core-rim structure formation
in cermets obtained by the TE + HP procedure.
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After the cold compaction of the reactive powder mixtures [Ti-C-Ni-Mo(W)] (a), the heating
of the sample leads to the formation of the Tiβ-NiTi2 eutectic liquid (b). The nucleation and
formation of the first TiC particles into this liquid phase that is a strongly exothermic reaction
induces the ignition of the sample illustrated by an abrupt increase of the temperature (c). The
instantaneous conversion of reactants into TiC promotes the incorporation of Mo or W atoms

PT

into the cubic structure to form complex carbides [Ti, Mo(W)]C. At the same time, due to the

RI

heat excess of the TiC synthesis reaction, the formation of secondary carbides, Mo2C or W2C,

SC

also occurs. The dissolution of [Ti, Mo(W)]C and Mo2C (W2C) fine particles in the transient
liquid phase formed, followed by reprecipitation on the large undissolved particles as the

NU

temperature is reduced, involves the appearance of some particles with partial core-rim
morphology. Because of the TE process is too fast, the formation of the conventional cermets

MA

structure remains heterogeneous and incomplete (d). The final densification and well
developed core-rim structure takes place during the dwelling step, which is also characterized

D

by dissolution-reprecipitation transformations, thereby generating a structure consisting of

PT
E

particles having in some cases multiple rim layers (e).

CE

4. Conclusions

This work was dedicated to the study of the development of the core-rim structure in

AC

TiC-Ni-based complex cermets obtained by thermal explosion followed by hot pressing under
cyclic load. The following conclusions can be drawn:
1-Although Tad, and then Tmax. reached during the thermal explosion process, depends on
the Cr, Mo or W additions, the effects of these additions on Tign. was practically inexistent
as Tign. is determined by the appearance of the first liquid phase according to the Ti-Ni
phase diagram. However, Tign. decreases when the metal binder content increases as
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consequence of the formation of a greater proportion of liquid phase that favors the
nucleation of the first TiC particles, inducing ignition.
2- The core-rim structure was only developed in cermets containing Mo or W. The core in
these cermets consists of complex carbides, (Ti, Mo)C or (Ti, W)C, since some Mo or W
atoms were incorporated to the TiC structure during the synthesis by thermal explosion.

PT

The rim, formed by a dissolution-reprecipitation process, is also composed of mixed

RI

carbides (Ti, Mo)C or (Ti, W)C, but with a higher content of heavy metals.

SC

3- The formation of the core-rim structure is governed by two different dissolutionreprecipitation processes. The first one is very fast and occurs by the dissolution of carbide

NU

fine particles in the transient liquid phase formed during the exothermic peak, followed by
a reprecipitation on the undissolved particles. In this case, the structure remains incomplete

MA

and heterogeneous. The second process takes place during the isothermal dwelling. These
two processes with different temperature and time scales give result in the formation of

D

particles with multiple rim layers.

PT
E

4- The core-rim structure generates in the TiC particle a strain state which evolves as a
function of additions nature and applied regime.

CE

5-The Cr addition did not create the core-rim structure, but induced a notable TiC particle
coarsening. The appearance of the core-rim structure with Mo or W addition substantially

AC

inhibited the grain growth. Unfortunately, regarding the residual porosity, the opposite
effect was observed. In presence of Mo or W, the cermet had a lower relative density.
Nevertheless, the highest hardness value (18000 MPa) was recorded for the TiC-Ni cermet
containing Mo. Hardness was 16320 MPa and 15110 MPa for cermets with W and Cr
additions, respectively.
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Highlights

- The structure of TiC-Ni based cermets containing Mo or W obtained by thermal explosion
(TE) and hot-pressing (HP) shows specific core-rim structure constituted by mixed carbides
(Ti, Mo)C or (Ti, W)C with different contents of heavy metal.

PT

- The cermets structure formation is governed by two dissolution-reprecipitation mechanisms

RI

first, in the transient liquid phase during exothermic peak and second, in solid phase during

SC

isothermal dwell

- After TE process, the formation of the conventional core-rim structure remains

NU

heterogeneous and incomplete.

- The final densification and well developed core-rim structure is obtained after (TE + HP)

MA

regime and the structure is formed of particles with multiple rim layers.

- The core rim structure generates in the TiC particle a strain state which evolves as a function

AC

CE
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E

D

of additions nature and applied regime.
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